Only Labour will deliver for working people
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Hi folks
Here is the latest Election Bulletin from Scottish Unions for labour - below you'll
find some of the key ideas and facts to help the campaign to get the Tories out and
Labour in. Check out our website and blog for regular updates
It’s less than two weeks to the election. We need to be making clear to
everyone in every workplace in Scotland that every vote counts, that only a
Labour Government will deliver for working people, and that the only way to
get a Labour Government is to vote Labour
Labour are pretty clear what we are campaigning for in this election. It's the idea
that the country succeeds when working families succeed. The SNP ehh not quite
so clear. A couple of weeks ago it was ‘Devo Max’ or ‘Full Fiscal
Autonomy’...nothing less, and as soon as we can get the direct debits changed.
But that’s not what they are saying now. We explain, why FFA = Full Fiscal
Austerity on our latest leaflet here.

Who will deliver on Zero Hours Contracts? Only Labour. The Tories? well they love
them, obviously. The SNP are committed to “a consultation fully involving
business” and ehh that’s it. (What precisely do they think there is to talk about?)
Labour will ban exploitative zero hours contracts. Labour deliver. SNP? Don't

Labour are quite clear. Labour will scrap Employment Tribunal
fees. The SNP in a 56 page manifesto can’t find the space for the
single sentence it would take to say the same. So we know what
the SNP are going to do about the price on justice. Nothing

At the risk of being accused of playing the man not the ball. David
Cameron 'forgot' what football team he supports? what a phoney

And if the policies aren't enough to persuade people. Point out this
May 7th only offer...

Help with the campaign & get involved
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